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Abstract: Restless-legs syndrome and periodic leg movements in sleep are
sleep-related limb movement disorders that often disrupt nocturnal sleep
and cause excessive daytime sleepiness. This article reviews the recent
literature regarding epidemiology, etiology, pathogenesis, clinical features,
differential diagnosis and management.

○

Introduction

Epidemiology & etiopathogenesis

D

RLS is fairly common in Caucasians, with a prevalence
rate of 5 – 15% in the general population as per several
estimates in Europe and North America[4, 5, 6, 7]. It is
more common in women. There appear to be two
patterns of occurrence – early onset (i.e. well before the
age of 45 years) and late onset. Early onset RLS is more
often associated with presence of family history of the
problem (in first and second degree relatives) and very
gradual progression to bothersome symptoms over a
period of several decades. The course of mild RLS is
often marked by extended symptom-free periods. Late
onset RLS is more often secondary to other medical
problems and tends to result in bothersome and frequent
symptoms more rapidly than the early onset form.
Secondary RLS also tends to improve as the underlying
condition is corrected or controlled. As the frequency
of RLS increases in terms of the numbers of days per
week with symptoms and intensity of discomfort in the
legs, many patients also experience similar symptoms in
the upper extremities.

aytime sleepiness, fatigue, tiredness and restless
night sleep are some of the most frequent
symptoms that patients report to their primary
care physicians and somnologists. Among the most
important reasons for these presenting symptoms, in
addition to sleep-disordered breathing, are the sleeprelated leg movement disorders restless-legs syndrome
(RLS) and periodic leg movements in sleep (PLMS).
While the majority of patients or their relatives can
recognize, even at a non-technical level, that snoring and
apneic episodes in sleep are not normal and are probably
contributing to their sleep-related symptoms, relatively
few patients are able to recognize the association between
movement disorders and sleep. RLS remains
characterized, despite advances in understanding of its
etiopathogenesis and therapy for it, by the paradox of
poor self-recognition of symptoms, misdiagnosis despite
easy-to-apply clinical diagnostic criteria and inappropriate
treatment despite availability of effective treatments.
RLS and PLMS may occur separately but often cooccur to cause significant sleep disruption and consequent
daytime symptoms. RLS was described about 60 years
ago [1] but precise, universally accepted definition of
the syndrome has only become available in the last 10
years [2, 3]. Along with this has come a tremendous
growth in identification of the disorders in the clinical
setting and realization of their adverse effects on sleep.
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Even though familial association has been
documented, with concordance shown in monozygotic
twins [8] and in large kindreds, no clear pattern of
inheritance has emerged. The chromosomal loci to which
RLS has been localized has been different in three out of
four such studies of inheritance patterns of RLS [9, 10,
11].
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Prevalence rates for RLS are even higher in certain
otherwise-normal population subsets such as pregnant
women and blood donors [12]. The prevalence of
SRLMD and associated symptoms is also far greater
than normal in disorders such as iron deficiency anemia
[13], chronic renal failure [14], B12 and/or folic acid
deficiency and probably diabetes mellitus.

dopamine D2 receptor availability associated with
increased appetite and obesity has been demonstrated
by neuroimaging and central dopaminergic tone appears
to be inversely related to development of obesity, insulin
resistance and diabetes mellitus [28]. B12 / folic acid
deficiency may adversely affect dopamine production
[29].

Interestingly, sparse epidemiologic data from India
[15, 16], Singapore [17] and Japan [18] suggest far lower
prevalence rates in both specific population subsets such
as uremic or Parkinsonian individuals and controls.
However, cross-sectional studies of adequate size in these
populations haven’t been reported to date.

Thus,
dysfunction
of
dopaminergic
neurotransmission in some dopaminergic pathways in
the CNS appears to be the final common pathway by
which the various secondary conditions (iron deficiency
and dysregulation, diabetes mellitus and B12 / folic acid
deficiency) produce SRLMD.

Rapid and complete relief of RLS and PLMS by
administration of even small doses of dopaminergic
medications points to the role of dysfunction of
dopaminergic neurotransmission in SRLMD. Further
supporting this idea, dopamine receptor antagonists such
as metoclopramide cause or worsen RLS. Some (though
not all) neuroimaging studies have shown reduced
dopamine D2 receptor binding in the striatum and others
have shown circadian variation in dopamine D1 receptor
binding [19, 20]. Iron deficiency was initially thought to
produce SRLMD by adversely affecting tyrosine
hydroxylase, the rate limiting enzyme needed for the
synthesis of dopamine from L-DOPA. RLS may occur
in the presence of even low-grade iron deficiency without
overt anemia and correction of iron deficiency has been
shown to improve SRLMD in overt iron deficiency and
end-stage renal failure states [21, 22]. However, no actual
deficiency of dopamine in the cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF)
has been demonstrated in iron deficiency. Instead, based
on the occurrence of RLS in hemochromatosis [23], it
appears that dysregulation of iron in the central nervous
system is the actual mechanism underlying SRLMD.
Evidence for iron dysregulation includes reduced ferritin
and increased transferrin levels in neuromelanin cells
and distribution of the L-ferritin subunit of ferritin to
surrounding microglia that may result in localized
abnormalities of dopamine, dopamine receptor
expression and dopamine receptor binding [24, 25].
In addition to iron deficiency, diabetes mellitus and
B12 / folic acid deficiency may also be associated with
SRLMD though studies in this regard have been
inconclusive so far [26, 27]. Small doses of dopamine
receptor agonists seem to be highly effective in controlling
SRLMD in patients who turn out to have diabetes, prediabetes or B12 / folic acid deficiency. Reduced striatal

Clinical features & diagnostic criteria
Restless Legs Syndrome
There are four essential criteria for the diagnosis of RLS,
as per the International RLS Study Group and the NIH
consensus panel of 2003.
•

There is an urge to move the legs accompanied by
or caused by unpleasant sensations in the legs.
Patients describe many variants of the
uncomfortable sensations, including “aching,”
“painful,” “creeping,” “crawling,” and “tightness.”
The sensations are usually felt deep in the limb. As
SRLMD worsen, many patients note similar
sensations in the upper extremities also.

•

The urge to move the legs and associated sensations
occur during inactivity or rest. The duration of
inactivity or rest needed to trigger RLS varies and
some people only experience RLS during meetings
or long car rides later in the day.

•

The urge to move the legs and the associated
sensations are relieved by movement or application
of a counter-stimulus, at least for as long as the
movement or counter-stimulus is maintained.
Examples include rhythmic movement of the legs,
walking, rubbing one foot against the other leg,
bathing and walking on a cool surface. “Tossing
and turning” to get comfortable in bed at night is
also described by many patients. Often the affected
person is only minimally aware of the movement.

•

The urge to move the legs and the accompanying
sensations either occur only in the evening or night
or worsen in the evening or night. As RLS worsens,
the urge to move and the accompanying sensations
Indian Journal of Sleep Medicine (IJSM), Vol. 1, No. 1, 2006
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may develop much earlier in the day. In such cases,
previous circadian variation in symptoms is
necessary.
Three factors that support but are not essential to
the diagnosis of RLS have been described by the
International RLS Study Group and NIH Consensus
Panel:
•

Positive family history of RLS in first or second
degree relatives.

•

Response to dopaminergic medication in low doses.

•

Occurrence of periodic leg movements (both during
wakeful rest and in sleep).

In children, a description of the leg discomfort in
the child’s own words is necessary in addition to the
above four primary diagnostic criteria, in order to make
the diagnosis of RLS. If the child is unable to provide
such a verbal description of leg discomfort, the four
primary diagnostic criteria and at least two of the three
supportive criteria must be met in order to clinch the
diagnosis. If first degree relatives of the child have RLS
and the four primary diagnostic criteria can’t be met or
can only be inferred by observation, only “probable” RLS
can be concluded. RLS may be “possible” if the child
has periodic leg movements in sleep and a family history
of RLS. Likewise, in cognitively impaired adults, the
primary diagnostic criteria may be inferred by
observation though it is necessary to confirm that the
apparent leg discomfort occurs or worsens with rest and
improves with activity.
RLS affects the awake individual but causes
tremendous nocturnal sleep disturbance. RLS delays
sleep onset because the affected individual has to keep
moving the legs about to satisfy the urge to move and to
keep unpleasant sensations in the legs at bay. Often,
RLS sufferers report sleep latency of an hour or longer
after getting in bed for the night. Sleep tends to occur
only when overwhelming sleepiness sets in late in the
night. However, this sleep tends to be shallow and easily
disrupted. RLS sufferers often have periodic leg
movements in sleep (described in detail below) that
usually cause brain micro-arousals but may cause
complete awakening too. RLS tends to recur during such
awakenings, causing great difficulty getting back to sleep.
The consequent sleep deficit is often difficult to make
up and the person feels un-refreshed by night sleep and
is sleepy during the day. RLS sufferers describe poor
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quality of life and sub-normal energy levels. RLS may
contribute to affective disorders.
Physical examination is unrevealing in RLS except
for possible observable periodic leg movements while
awake or the typical rhythmic movement of the legs while
seated that patients may display. Physical examination
in secondary RLS may be noteworthy for stigmata of
the underlying medical problem.

Periodic Leg Movements
Periodic leg movements may occur in sleep or during
wakeful rest. Periodic leg movements are evenly spaced
out repetitive movements of the legs. Periodic upper
extremity activity in sleep is seen relatively infrequently.
Periodic leg movements in wakefulness (PLMW) are
involuntary but controllable movements of the legs that
mostly occur later in the day and may be directly
observable. The occurrence of over 40 PLMW during
one hour of wakeful rest correlates with RLS.
Periodic leg movements in sleep (PLMS) are
diagnosed on polysomnography. The patient’s bed partner
may describe repeated jerking movements of the legs
occurring while the patient is asleep. Sometimes bed
partners report being disturbed or even injured by such
movements. Patients themselves may confirm that sheets
they cover themselves with in bed are very disarrayed at
the foot end by morning.
The specific movements in PLMS may vary from
person to person. Detailed analysis of the sequence of
movements, classically described as having multiple
components starting with dorsiflexion of the hallux, then
dorsiflexion at the ankle and then possibly flexion at the
knee and hip, is not needed for routine diagnostic
purposes. Bilateral electro-myographic recording from
the tibialis anterior as part of a polysomnogram is
sufficient. PLMS mainly occur in non-REM sleep.
Occurrence of PLMS in REM sleep may be facilitated
by use of medications such as selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitor (SSRI) anti-depressants that prevent the usual
degree of muscle tone decline in sleep. One limb (or
both together) may exhibit PLMS consistently or there
may be variation related to posture. The defining
characteristics of PLMS are described in the section on
tests. PLMS is often associated with brain micro-arousal.
This results in sleep fragmentation, the feeling of unrefreshing sleep and excessive daytime sleepiness.
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Differential diagnosis
RLS is differentiated from akathisia by the classic tetrad
of RLS including uncomfortable sensations in the
extremities, urge to move the extremities, relief of the
unpleasant uncomfortable sensations by movement and
circadian variation of symptoms. Akathisia is involuntary
motor activity alone without the features of RLS.
Dopaminergic antagonists may cause irreversible
akathisia. The dysesthesia of peripheral neuropathy is
usually constant and not associated with the urge to move
the limbs, relief of sensations by movement or circadian
variation. Similarly, lower extremity arterial insufficiency
can cause rest pain but such discomfort usually worsens
on exertion and doesn’t have a circadian pattern.
Parkinsonism is not accompanied by the RLS diagnostic
tetrad.
Sleep starts at sleep onset are involuntary movements
that involve the whole body and don’t have periodicity.
Nocturnal leg cramps also do not show the periodicity
typical of PLMS. Respiratory-effort-related leg
movements in sleep (RERLMS) occur towards the ends
of upper airway resistance syndrome (UARS) cycles of
crescendo breathing or at the end of overt airflow
obstruction events. RERLMS can sometimes occur at
very regular intervals but occurrence of the leg
movements only at the end of sleep-disordered breathing
episodes distinguishes RRLMS from PLMS. PLMS may
worsen as OSA is corrected using positive airway pressure
therapy in sleep while RERLMS are eliminated. SSRI
and tri-cyclic anti-depressants may prevent muscle tone
decline in sleep and may also cause repeated fasciculation
of muscles that is difficult to distinguish from PLMS –
the absence of distinct movements on the leg
electromyograms may help distinguish muscle
fasciculation. Phasic REM sleep may be associated with
brief isolated limb movements without periodicity.
Seizures in sleep are not usually limited to just the legs
and any shaking or twitching of the extremities during a
seizure tends to be far faster than the typical frequency
of PLMS.

MANAGEMENT
Testing
Every patient diagnosed with RLS and/or PLMS should
be evaluated for possible secondary causes. Blood tests
should include a complete blood count (including red
cell indices), iron, ferritin, vitamin B12, folic acid, blood
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urea nitrogen and creatinine levels, as well as fasting and
post-prandial (2 hours after consumption of a 75 gram
rapidly absorbed carbohydrate drink) blood glucose
levels. Any abnormalities should be investigated further
keeping age and local disease prevalences in mind and
treated appropriately. It is this author’s observation that
pre-diabetes is often newly identified during such
evaluation of middle-aged and older patients with
SRLMD.
The Suggested Immobilization Test (SIT) [30, 31]
may be needed if there is substantial doubt about the
diagnosis of RLS but is not done routinely to diagnose
RLS in most sleep disorders centers. The SIT is
performed about 1 hour prior to the patient’s usual
bedtime, with the patient asked to sit still in a bed reclined
back at 45 degrees with eyes open and with the legs
outstretched for a period of 1 hour. The patient quantifies
the perceived level of leg discomfort every five minutes
on a 100 mm visual analog scale based on which an
average leg discomfort score is computed. A score of
greater than 11 is moderately correlated with RLS.
Electromyographic monitoring of the lower extremities
is maintained for the entire hour of the SIT. PLMW,
which may last longer than PLMS, are scored if they last
0.5 to 10 seconds and occur in sequences of 4 or more
movements with inter-movement intervals of 4 to 90
seconds.
On overnight polysomnography, long sleep latency
with frequent leg electromyogram activity during
wakefulness and videographic evidence of typical leg
movements on rapidly scrolling through the video file
may sometimes be needed to clinch the diagnosis of
RLS. In contrast to RLS that is mainly diagnosed clinically,
PLMS is diagnosed on polysomnography. PLMS usually
occur 20 to 40 seconds apart but may occur from 4 to
90 seconds apart. PLMS may last 0.5 to 5 seconds each.
A sequence of at least 4 evenly spaced movements within
the above timeframe is needed to qualify as PLMS. The
amplitude of PLMS on the EMG should be at least 25%
of the amplitude obtained with foot dorsiflexion during
bio-calibrations at the start of the study. The number of
PLMS per hour of sleep (the PLMS Index), is used to
assess severity of PLMS. A PLMS index less than 5 is
considered normal. A PLMS index between 5 and 25 is
considered mild. Moderately severe PLMS is defined as
a PLMS Index between 25 and 50 and PLMS is
considered severe if the PLMS Index is greater than 50.
PLMS occur in around 80% of patient with RLS. If the
Indian Journal of Sleep Medicine (IJSM), Vol. 1, No. 1, 2006
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PLMS Index less is than 5 times per hour of sleep, RLS
is unlikely. Averaging for night to night variation in
PLMS, a PLMS index greater than 11 times per hour of
sleep on either of two consecutive nights of
polysomnography strongly supports the diagnosis of RLS.
The Multiple Sleep Latency Test (MSLT) should not
be performed until all of an individual’s causes of
nocturnal sleep disruption have been effectively treated
on an ongoing basis.

Therapy
In the last few years, along with advances in the
understanding of the pathophysiology of RLS, consensus
has developed regarding effective, well-tolerated therapy
for SRLMD. Medication to control SRLMD should be
initiated if symptoms are frequent (more than 2 – 3
times a week), bothersome, worsening, disrupting night
sleep or causing excessive daytime sleepiness. If SRLMD
severely disrupt night sleep in a patient also suspected to
have sleep-disordered breathing (SDB), it may be
necessary to first control SRLMD and then evaluate the
patient for SDB, though it is preferable to treat SDB
first as it allows RRLMS to be distinguished from PLMS.
Along with initiation of medical therapy for SRLMD,
potential offending agents such as caffeine should be
withdrawn [32]. To the extent possible, patients on antidepressants should be switched to anti-depressants with
relatively low sleep-related side-effect profiles such as
citalopram or escitalopram.
Any identified secondary causes of SRLMD should
be treated appropriately though it is often reasonable to
simultaneously begin specific therapy such as dopamine
receptor agonists to control SRLMD. Once the
underlying medical problem is adequately controlled,
withdrawal of dopaminergic medication can be
attempted. Blood donors should be instructed to stop
donating blood.
Dopamine receptor agonists are highly effective in
controlling SRLMD in small doses and are the mainstay
of therapy now. The two dopaminergic agonists currently
used to the greatest extent for these conditions are the
non-ergot-derived agents pramipexole and ropinirole [33,
34, 35]. Pramipexole 0.125 mg to 0.25 mg HS controls
RLS symptoms starting close to bedtime and PLMS. An
earlier dose may be needed in the afternoon or evening
to control RLS symptoms occurring earlier. A morning
Indian Journal of Sleep Medicine (IJSM), Vol. 1, No. 1, 2006
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dose is needed rarely. The total daily dose of pramipexole
needed to control SRLMD is usually far less than 1 mg.
Equipotent doses of ropinirole tend to be slightly higher
than those of pramipexole (typically starting at 0.25 mg
– 0.5 mg HS). Ropinirole is not excreted renally and so
is preferred in patients with renal dysfunction. Most
patients experience dramatic benefit, with control of RLS,
improvement of sleep maintenance, better sleep quality
and less daytime sleepiness, within a few doses itself. A
few patients can’t tolerate these dopaminergic agonists
despite the low doses used and experience agitation or
jitteriness. Even less frequently, patients report either
excessive sleepiness or difficulty initiating sleep at the
desired bedtime despite control of SRLMD. Withdrawal
of medication is rapidly effective in reversing such
symptoms. Ergot-derived dopamine receptor agonists
such as pergolide and cabergoline (and even
bromocriptine per a case report) may be associated with
development of serious multi-valvular heart disease in a
few patients [36] and so would be much less preferred.
Levodopa, in combination with carbidopa or
benserazide to inhibit peripheral conversion of L-DOPA
to dopamine, is second line therapy for SRLMD. A
bedtime dose of 1 to 2 tablets of levodopa / carbidopa
100/25 mg can control late-night RLS and PLMS. A
similar dose or two may be needed for RLS occurring
earlier in the day. Levodopa / carbidopa therapy can
lead to augmentation and rebound of symptoms.
Augmentation is the occurrence of RLS symptoms earlier
in the day compared with the onset time before initiation
of therapy and is much less of an issue with pramipexole
and ropinirole [37]. Augmentation and other side-effects
don’t recur or cross-over if a patient is switched from
levodopa to a dopamine agonist or from one dopamine
agonist to another.
Benzodiazepines, primarily clonazepam, may reduce
brain arousal caused by periodic leg movements in sleep
and shorten sleep latency. Clonazepam 0.25 to 0.5 mg
HS is sufficient for most patients and excessive dosing
should be avoided as it’s likely to cause excessive
sleepiness the next day. Clonazepam can be used along
with dopamine agonists or levodopa.
Opiates may help control pain that may be a
significant component of symptoms of some patients
with SRLMD, especially if they also have neuropathy.
Addiction potential of opiates limits their use.
Gabapentin has been reported, in relatively small
studies, to improve both sensory symptoms and motor
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activity associated with RLS, the severity of PLMS and
sleep architecture [38]. Relatively high doses of
gabapentin (around 1800 mg/day total) are needed for
benefit. Gabapentin can be tried if the patient cannot
tolerate any dopaminergic medication.

CONCLUSION
RLS and PLMS are fairly common sleep disorders that
have significant adverse consequences. The true
prevalence of SRLMD in different population groups
around the globe needs to be determined by appropriately
sized cross-sectional studies. Various secondary causes
have been identified that seem to manifest as SRLMD
through the final common pathway of dopaminergic
dysfunction in the central nervous system. The exact
genetic basis and molecular mechanism of familial and
primary RLS is yet to be determined. Effective, readily
available and well-tolerated therapies for SRLMD have
been established.
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